A specific-heat "discontinuity" is observed in. liquid He from 241 lb/in. 2 to the melting pressure in the temperature range 2 -3 mK.
In measurements along the melting curve of He', using an adiabatic compressional cooling device, Osheroff, Richardson, and Because of the sharpness of the transition, both the actual value of the transition temperature and the specific-heat jump were usually obtained using a second type of measurement in which the cell contents were allowed to drift through the transition under the action of the residual heat leak while both T* and T*= dT*/dt were measured. No evidence via either C* or T~w as obtained for a transition at a low pressure of 1.9 lb/in. '.
Since the heat capacity of the CMN dominates the He' heat capacity in the temperature region involved, we display our C* data by plotting the differential heat capacity AC*= -C*(P) -C*(1.9 lb/in. '). We then assume that in the temperature region for which the differences AC* are precise, the low-pressure liquid-He' heat capacity is known so that a total He' heat capacity can be computed. Smoothed values of C*(1.9 lb/in. ') at T*=2. 2, 2. 1, 2.0, 1.9, 1.8, and 1.7 mK are respectively, C*(1.9 lb/in. ') = 380. 6 Fig. 3 and the above fits must be used with great caution, owing to the uncertainty in the temperature scale. We present the data in this form because we believe that they represent our best, though imperfect, knowledge of the heat capacity of He' on an absolute scale in the vicinity of the transition.
The T-T* scale derived as indicated above has been used to give our best estimate of the P-T, phase diagram. This is shown in Fig. 2 
